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Abstract 
Offenses against the economy in general represent a risk of tax evasion, loss of public revenue, create illegal material benefits, 
seriously harm the economic and political development of the country, create informal economy, harm legal competition, raise 
prices and cause major consequences to the financial system of the state and the welfare in general. 
To this risk are the least immune especially countries in transition, especially Kosovo with fragile rule of law and democracy. But 
against this crime are not excluded nor the places where genuine democracy and law rules. 
Looking at this fact and the importance of these acts for economic development, especially for state budget, almost all states have 
provided and incriminated this group of offenses in their criminal laws, often with different names, paying special attention and 
special treatment to it. 
My determination of this scientific work is the treatment of comparative aspect of criminal offenses in the field of economy, 
comparing some of the standards, that some of the criminal codes of several European countries have, providing criminal legal-
defence in the field of economy. 
In this work will be handled content, labelling, regulation, penalty policies and legal criminal protection that states offer such as: 
France, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Kosovo, Albania, Macedonia, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
At the end, in this paper I will analyse measures and penalties that Kosovo Criminal Legislation and other referred states provide, 
for the perpetrators of these criminal acts. 
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1. General overview woof standards in the field of economic legislation under the criminal codes of several 
European states 
Nowadays, the economic offenses are, undoubtedly, the group of offenses that most countries consider to be 
challenging and concerning issues. This challenge includes also states with a contemporary rule of law legislation. 
Looking from this fact and the consequences that these offenses present for economic development, especially on 
the state budget, all states have foreseen and incriminated these offenses, with different names in their criminal laws, 
paying special attention and treatment to it. Viewed from the perspective of particular substantive aspect, especially 
criminal justice policy, there are differences between criminal codes that provide legal protection for offenses in the 
field of economy. Underway, in the treatment of this subject, we will present comparative aspects of criminal 
offenses in the field of economy, some of the standards that criminal codes of several European countries have, that 
provide legal protection in the field of criminal-economy. This commitment of countries comes from the fact that 
since 1960, capital movement gradually began with liberalization, and from this aspect, a greater economic 
cooperation between countries began. (Zajmi, 2009). Below will be  presented some comparative aspects of content, 
naming, protection and criminalization of  the group of offenses in the field of economy,  that Criminal laws of some 
of the  European countries have provided such as: French Penal Code of 1994, the Italian Criminal Code of 1992, 
the Croatian Criminal Code of 2011, the Slovenian Criminal Code of 2004, the Albanian Criminal Code of 1995, the 
Serbian Criminal Code of 2012, the Criminal Code of Macedonia 1996 and 2004, the Criminal Code of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina of 2003. 
2. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of France 
French Penal Code of 1994 has foreseen many offenses through which have managed to defend the social and 
individual values of the French state. Along the general criminal offenses, code has foreseen criminal offenses in the 
sphere of economy labelled: "Fraud, profits and similar acts" (The French Criminal Code, Official Gazette of  
Republic of France, September 22, 2002)  under Articles (313-1 up to 313-9). Through these works France has 
managed to protect the domestic economy from economic crime that is challenging for most of the countries in the 
region.  
Common characteristics of offenses against the economy in most criminal laws are similar, if not the same. For 
the fact that, the Economic stability of the country, depends on how strongly is protected by law (Elezi, 2002). 
Undoubtedly, there are differences in particular figures of these criminal offenses and criminal policy that states has 
applied. Some of the criminal offenses that are foreseen in the French legislation in the field of economy are: Fraud 
using false name or fictitious capacity, or through illegal owners, pushing the person to act against his property or 
his funds. The perpetrator of this crime, law has provided cumulative prison sentence of up to five years and a fine 
of 375 euros. The Criminal Code also predicted the way of the considered criminal offense, when committed by 
public officials and to the detriment of citizens with special vulnerabilities such as the elderly, the sick, etc. 
Punishment prescribed in such cases is 7 years imprisonment and a fine of 750 euros. Another criminal offense is 
"public tendering", where tendering is limited in various forms either through gifts, promises or other fraudulent 
means. The punishment for this offense is imprisonment up to six months and a fine of 22,500 euros. An attempt to 
commit the offense is punishable under by law. France's penal code has foreseen the crime of "misuse of trust" when 
someone misuses funds and valuable things, then the criminal offense of "money laundering", where the provided 
penalty for this offense, is five years imprisonment and 375 euros. Finally we can say that the French legislation for 
criminal offenses in the field of economy, besides the usual way of performing, has foreseen the qualified way of 
performance in certain cases. 
The French legislator has also provided in criminal law, the confiscation of property assets and means by which 
the criminal offense was committed. Other measures that are foreseen are: prohibiting performing the duty, when 
persons are a public officials, and as for legal persons concern there is legal liability for them, and penalties against 
them may be fines and bans for being exerted on business for 5 years, then sanction them to take part in public 
tenders for 10 years, ban on releasing checks for a period of five years. So the French criminal law has a high 
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standard, through which has incriminated criminal offenses in the economy, what distinguish it from our country is 
that has foreseen the qualified criminal offense in certain cases, when it is committed by persons who are vested 
with power, and to specific categories of people who suffer from any illness or they are of old age. Ultimately, I 
think that the criminal law of France has not made a clear division of criminal offenses in the sphere of economy, 
but in this group has included criminal offenses that are directed against wealth and property, which in Kosovo 
Penal Code are arranged in a separate chapter. 
3. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Italy 
The Penal Code of Italy, like most criminal codes in the region, provides special criminal legal protection to 
criminal offenses in the field of economy. Offenses against the economy, Italy's penal code of 1992 had settled in 
chapter seven separate group named “Crimes against the national economy, industry and trade” (Italian Criminal 
Code of 1992, Article 387 to Article 397)  
This code has adjusted offenses against the economy in two parts: in the crimes against the national economy and 
crimes against manufacturing and trade. Italy's penal code has foreseen these crimes against the national economy: 
y "destruction of unprocessed materials, and agricultural or industrial or manufacturing tools" (Article 387) 
y “spread of plant and animal diseases "(Article 388) 
y "fraudulent increase or decrease of prices in the public market" (Article 389) 
y "blocking and strikes" (Article 390) 
y “unauthorized occupation of the agricultural or industrial company,  or sabotage "(Article 391). 
From the content of these offenses we may conclude that the Italian code has foreseen offenses that are not 
incriminated in Kosovo penal code and also contains offenses that are of special nature. During the treatment of this 
group of offenses against the economy I have not encountered in any of the criminal codes compared in this chapter, 
for offenses such as "obstruction and strikes" where for this offense the legislator has foreseen a fine for employers 
and employees. This offense by my opinion has incriminated actions against the socialist or national economy and in 
that time it had its importance. While today I think that incrimination of this offense, cannot have a special role, for 
the fact, that we have now passed into the open and free market economy. Also during the review of these offenses 
it is noted that the Italian legislator has paid a special attention to criminal - legal defence of offenses in the sphere 
of agriculture as a separate branch of economy. But what makes it distinct from our penal code but also by codes of 
the majority of European states, is the fact that he has not foreseen it in the group of offenses against the economy, 
offenses in the customs area such as: "Tax Evasion", "smuggling of goods," etc., that are foreseen in the Kosovo 
Criminal Code of 2013 and the previous criminal codes, which according to my opinion, they have a major impact 
on the domestic economy. In the second part of the Italian code it has incriminated offenses in the field of 
production and trade such as criminal offenses: 
• "violation of freedom of production and trade" (Article 393) 
• "fraud against national industry" (Article 394), 
• "Scams in trade activity" (Article 395),  
• “Sales of untrue products as a true one "(Article 396), 
• “sales of industrial products with misleading signs "(Article 397), 
Comparing these offenses in the field of economy, there are noticed changes in the naming of these criminal 
offenses in Kosovo Penal Code, but the purpose of the criminal-legal protection is the same, because the legislator 
has carefully incriminated actions in the field of production and trade as two particular spheres, from which the 
stability of the economy and financial system of the country depends. As far as punishing penalties policy concern 
that might be imposed on perpetrators of these offenses, they would be punishable by fines and imprisonment up to 
12 years.  
Finally I think that the Italian code has applied high standards in the fight against economic crime, despite that 
the number of crimes against the national economy, industry and trade is very small in number. This group of 
criminal offenses in the economy is consisted only of 11 offenses, oriented in three areas which are without doubt 
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the most important to the national economy, therefore incrimination of these actions directed against this group, is a 
guarantee to the economic stability. It is worth mentioning that the Italian legislation is amended in accordance with 
European Union directives. 
4. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Croatia 
Croatia's criminal code adopted in 2011, which has been implemented since 2013, has provided the highest 
international standards and is considered among the most modern laws. Croatian Code has arranged offenses in the 
field of economy as a group in themselves with a new label, “ Offenses against the economy”, in Chapter XXIV of 
Article 246 to Article 265. (Criminal Code of the Republic of Croatia of 2011 (Official Gazette No. 124/11) If we compare 
the Croatian criminal law of 1997, this group of offenses differed both in content and by their name. Criminal Code 
of 1977, had envisaged these offenses as "security offenses against the financial and business turnover." (Criminal 
Law of the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette nr.110/1997, head XXI) Given the fact that the Criminal Code of 
Croatia is fully developed in accordance by the European Union standards and directives, has succeeded in large 
measure to regulate and criminalize criminal actions in the economic field and contemplating a higher punitive 
policies for such offenses as follows: fines and imprisonment up to 10 years, and has provided for the confiscation 
of property acquired by criminal offense. Croatian lawmaker has punished even attempt to commit the offense for 
some offenses expressly provided by law. While if we compare punitive policy of our country, we will see that the 
criminal sanctions that the Criminal Code of Kosovo has foreseen for these offenses, as far as imprisonment 
punishment concern are higher, because for some of the offenses punishment is up to 12 years in prison. 
I think that the criminal law of Croatia is determined to deprivation of liberty only to the extent that is necessary for 
the execution of criminal sanctions, in accordance with applicable laws in power and international standards for 
human rights. (Jusuf Sadiku, the execution of criminal sanctions under the new international acts, Prishtina 2010) It 
is worth mentioning that the Croatian criminal law has provided some offense as "obligation to keep books of 
business" which offense criminal penal code of Kosovo does not criminalizes, and does not have it in the framework 
of criminal offenses against the economy, then the offense "Misuse of public procurement" that in the Croatian 
criminal code, punishment for this offense is provided for up to 10 years in prison. During the comparison shows 
that this offense has envisaged Kosovo penal code with "agreement for restricting, competition, through invitations 
to tender" punishment under the criminal code of Kosovo is provided up to 5 years. It is worth mentioning that now 
in the group of offenses against the economy, it is not foreseen the offense "Creation of monopolistic market 
conditions" that 1997 Criminal Law had, and now this offense is provided by the Kosovo penal code in power 
(Section 3o1), unlike that the Provisional Criminal Code of Kosovo has not foreseen it, in its framework. With all 
the positive changes that Croatia’s criminal law has as a contemporary law, by its content it is obvious that within 
the chapter of, offenses against the economy has not included "Smuggle of goods" and "forgery of money" and 
“falsification of securities” has incriminated them in the separate chapter, and specific set of offenses, which differs 
from the Criminal Code of Kosovo of 2013, that these offenses have been arranged in the group of offenses against 
the economy. The Criminal Code of Croatia finally has set high standards in combating criminal acts in the field of 
economics, with all additions and changes made in the spirit of international standards; it has inherited legal 
provisions from the former Yugoslavia’s criminal legislation. 
5. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Slovenia 
Slovenia's Criminal Penal Code in the Chapter 24 has provided 26 different types of offenses against the 
economy, which has arranged in separate chapter. Treating these offenses clearly shows the impact that the criminal 
legislation SFRY had in it, as noted in the case of treatment of criminal offenses and penal laws of other countries 
that were part of the SFRY. Unlike other Balkan countries, Slovenia has shown a high alert to combat criminal 
activity in the field of economy. Slovenia’s Penal Code contains the following offenses against the economy 
(Slovenian Criminal Code of 2004 (Official Gazette of RS), Article 225 up to 250) such as: 
• "Abuse of monopoly position,  
• "The fraud of creditors",  
• "Fraud in securities", 
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• “unauthorized disclosure of trade secrets ", 
• "Counterfeit of Money",  
• "money laundering" and tax evasion ",  
• "Smuggling of goods", etc. 
Comparing criminal offenses against the economy under the penal code of Slovenia, we find that there are many 
similarities but there are also noteworthy differences not only in content but also in the type and number them.   
The Criminal Code of Kosovo in 2012, has foreseen 35 types of offenses (Criminal Code of Kosovo of 2012 
(Official Gazette No. R sw Kosovo. 19 /! 3) Chapter XXV), that some of these offenses such as: "Infringement of 
patent law", "violation of copyright", "pyramid schemes and organization of illegal gambling”, " Forbidden Trade", 
" Forbidden production", " fraud of agreement and government securities", are some of the offenses that the 
Slovenian legislature has not foreseen them in the chapter of offenses against the economy.  If we look at it in terms 
of punishing policy, we can conclude that the penalties prescribed for the offenses against the economy under the 
criminal law of Slovenia are higher. The law provides fines and imprisonment of up to 12 years for criminal 
offenses such as: "Fiscal Evasion", for the perpetrator of this offense is foreseen prison sentence up to 12 years, 
while offenses "bankruptcy", "counterfeiting and money percolating" up to 10 years in prison. In my opinion rightly 
Slovenian legislator has foreseen these higher sentences for these offenses, considering that the country's economy 
be preserved from bankruptcy and offenses that have destabilizing impact on country's economy, or to say better 
depleting the country's budget and affecting the growth of informality and economic crime. 
6. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Macedonia 
Macedonian Criminal Code of 1996, with amendments in 2004, as well as most Compared criminal codes, has paid 
special importance on legal - criminal defending of state economy, form the criminal offenses against the economy. 
Macedonian Criminal Code to, has arranged offenses against the economy, in a special group of offenses in chapter 
twenty five, labelled as: “Crimes against public finances”, “payment operations and the economy”( Criminal Code of 
the Republic of Macedonia (Official Gazette nr.37/96) published in 29.of July 1996). Macedonian Criminal Code 
has foreseen 17 offenses against the economy under Article 268 to Article 287. Comparing the offenses established 
in this code, it is noticed a poorer incrimination of criminal activity in the economy, especially when compared with 
the group of offenses that Kosovo Criminal Code of 2012 has foreseen.  Although that in this group of criminal 
offenses has been foreseen offenses touching three areas such as: criminal offenses against “public finances”, 
“payment operations and the economy”, it is noted that this code has left out of this chapter,  many other criminal 
offenses, which I consider belong in the  chapter of offenses against the economy. Such as: Criminal offenses 
"money laundering", "tax evasion", "fraud of creditors and purchasers" etc. While as the punitive policy matters, this 
code has provided: the fine punishment and imprisonment. The highest punishment that Macedonian legislator has 
provided for these offenses is imprisonment up to 10 years. Acts that Macedonian Criminal Code has provided are 
also provided in the Criminal Code of Kosovo of 2012 and Provisional Criminal Code of Kosovo in 2004. I think 
that unlike many states but also Kosovo’s that have built modern legislation that guarantees successful fight against 
economic crime, Macedonian criminal law by my opinion, does not meet the criteria of a contemporary law, because 
it is influenced and oriented fighting centralized economy, that has arisen upon as a consequence due to the great 
impact, that the criminal legislation of the former Yugoslavia had. 
7. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Serbia 
Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia, has foreseen offenses against the economy, in chapter twenty-two as a 
special group, arranged from Article 223 of the Article 245 (Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia in 2012, 
(Official Gazette nr.121/2012). Serb lawmaker has incriminated offenses against economy in 25 types. Being the 
second law in the region by the number of offenses incriminated in the field of economy, since the Criminal Code of 
Kosovo of 2012, has foreseen the highest number of offenses 35. Like most laws of the region, criminal law also has 
devoted significant attention and legal protection, from criminal offenses against the economy. In the following I 
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will present some offenses that Serbian Criminal Code has (Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia in 2012, 
(Official Gazette nr.121/2012) against the economy, which are incriminated in Kosovo penal code such as: 
• "Counterfeit of Money", 
• “Counterfeiting of securities ", 
• "Money laundering”,  
• "Abuse of monopoly position", 
• "The misuse of economic authorizations", 
• "The forbidden trade", etc. 
These offenses specified above are found in all contemporary criminal laws which are designed based on 
standards required by the European Union. During analysis of legal provisions of this law, it is obvious, that it was 
created under the direct impact of the criminal law of the SFRY, which practice has also followed other republics of 
the former SFRY(The SFRY Criminal Law of 1997). In terms of punishing policy, Serb lawmaker is determined to 
extremely harsh penalties. The provided penalties for such offenses are punishable by fine and imprisonment, which 
in certain cases may be imposed cumulatively. Serbian Criminal Code envisages confiscation of property in cases 
expressly foreseen by law. The highest sentence to prison within this group of offenses is foreseen for the offense 
“Counterfeit of Money”, especially for qualified manner of carrying up to fifteen years in prison and a fine penalty. 
Comparing this law, seeing the positive and negative sides of it can be concluded that the mentioned law,  has 
achieved a significant progress in criminalizing offenses against the economy, but I think it still does not meet the 
standards of a modern law that will guarantee success in the fight against economic crime and in particular against 
tax evasion. What is clearly obvious in this law is the effect that the SFRY criminal legislation had, especially in the 
content of foreseen criminal offenses. 
8. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina has foreseen offenses against the economy as a group itself in the 
eighteenth chapter (The SFRY Criminal Law of 1997) named “Crimes against economy, unique market and offenses 
in the field of customs." This code within this group of criminal offenses, has foreseen fifteen types of criminal 
offenses arranged from article 202 to article 216 (Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina 2003 (Official Gazette 
of B of H nr.37/2003)). Taking in consider the number of offenses that are relatively small in number, through which 
is claimed to be fought economic crime in a country, that has emerged from the war with widespread destruction and 
a large presence of criminality in the area of economy, I think that does not meet the standards of a modern law that 
provides economic and fiscal stability in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Comparing the criminal law of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina we roughly see that it also, like the most of modern laws, to safeguard the economy itself from 
economic crimes, has incriminated these offenses as follows: 
• "Counterfeiting of money", 
• "Counterfeiting the securities", 
• "Failure to pay the taxes",  
• "Money Laundering", 
• "Tax Evasion” (Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina 2003 (Official Gazette of B of H nr.37/2003)) etc. 
If we compare them with criminal offenses,  incriminated in Kosovo penal code of 2012, in this law lacks many 
offenses such as “"The organization of pyramid schemes and illegal gambling”, Offenses "fraud in bankruptcy 
proceedings," “Abuse of monopoly position" etc. Of course there is no doubt that incrimination of these offenses, 
ranks Criminal Code of Kosovo in the group of states that have, high legislation standards that guarantees success in 
the fight against economic crime. As far as punishing policy concern, the law has foreseen the fine and 
imprisonment for the perpetrators of these offenses. The highest sentence that this law predicts is 10 years in prison.  
 
The law provides confiscation of tools and assets, created with a criminal offense.  During the review of criminal law 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is noted that as all the criminal laws of the former republics of former Yugoslavia, 
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have failed to be released from the influences that the criminal law of the SFRY of 1977 has left in them, with all the 
positive changes in the spirit of the standards that are required by the international community. 
9. Standards in the field of economic legislation under the Criminal Code of Albania 
The Criminal Code of the Republic of Albania of 1995, with changes made in 2004, has foreseen offenses against 
the economy, in the third chapter with labelling "Crimes against property and in the economic sphere” (Criminal 
Code of the Republic of Albania of 1995 no; 7895 and criminal code of 2004 nr.9275). So this code unlike Kosovo 
penal code and other codes of several Balkan states have not treated these offenses separately, but has treated them 
together with offenses against property. Albanian state has paid a special attention to the crimes against property and 
in the sphere of economy, because they represent special importance in the criminal-legal protection against acts 
directed against property and economy of the country.  By looking at the code, we see that these offenses are 
arranged from article 134 to article 200, in eleven sections, incriminated as: 
• offense of "stealing",  
• offenses of "fraud", 
• offenses "destruction of property", 
• offenses committed in “commercial societies  ", 
• offenses "in the field of customs", 
• offenses "relating to taxes and levies", 
• offenses "counterfeiting of currencies and securities”, 
• offenses "bankruptcy" etc. 
Comparing those criminal offenses, with those of penal code of Kosovo, for some acts we see little differences 
only on the naming such as offense of "fraud on credit", “fraudulent and pyramid schemes”, “disclosure of company 
secrets ", “Smuggling of prohibited goods", “Failure to pay taxes and levies”, “Counterfeit of coins", “counterfeiting 
of securities”, all these acts are also foreseen in the Criminal Code of Kosovo. And as far as criminal sanctions 
concern, criminal code of Albania provides severe penalties for perpetrators of such crimes, such as fines and 
imprisonment of up to 2o years. The Highest sentence is foreseen for offenses against property, that for my opinion, 
should be accommodated in a separate chapter. While up to 10 years in prison for the perpetrator of the offenses 
envisaged in the sphere of economy. 
Ultimately I think that Albania's penal code has made a good labelling of the criminal offenses in the sphere of 
economy, but the inclusion of offenses against property and destruction of property, would be better to be 
accommodated in a separate chapter. Therefore I consider that the criminal law of Albania contains high standards 
in the fight against economic crime, but of course there are downsides, especially in the disposition of criminal 
offenses. 
10. Conclusions 
Given the fact that the offenses against the economy pose a great danger to the country's economy, because they 
cause loss and depletion of budget, tax evasion, illegal enrichment, has driven the states for the need to make 
changes in their criminal legislation, to give special criminal - legal protection to the economy and legal social 
goods, protected by law.  
The Kosovo legislator has paid a very important and special attention to these offenses for the fact that the 
Kosovo Criminal Code of 2013, has increased their number up to 35 types. Compared with some European 
countries such as France, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia and the Balkan states, Kosovo leads with the largest number of 
offenses against the economy provided in criminal legislation. In our opinion is that, our country has demonstrated a 
commitment to fight economic crime, but in practice has failed to do so, because it remains among the countries 
with a very high level of corruption, informal economy and undeveloped economy as a consequence due to failed 
and manipulated privatization. 
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During this study it was noticed that the criminal legislation of states, subject to comparison, not always had 
properly divided the group of criminal offenses in the field of economy, based on material object.  Some of these 
states have also included offenses, that in my opinion, they belong in other groups of criminal offenses such as: Italy 
for instance, in the group of offenses against the economy, has foreseen several offenses in the field of agriculture, 
then the spread of plant and animal diseases, which I think that they should be treated separately from offenses 
against the economy. 
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